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XCMworkfow is a scalable, cloud-based system that helps tax, accounting, and 
fnance professionals be more productive, through process and technology. 
We call this productivity enablement. Our clients gain visibility, fexibility, 
accountability, and control of work — including individual, firm-wide, within 
departments, and across multiple offices. 

Productivity, Simply Enabled
XCMworkfow lets you see all current tasks 
assigned to you or to a specifc person. It lets 
you document any open issues within a task, 
and pass on relevant knowledge among team 
members.

Designed by business process experts, 
XCMworkfow aligns with your existing 
technology investments, including 
transactional systems like GL, tax, or 
engagement. It integrates with practice 
and document management systems for 
one comprehensive view of work — without 
checking disparate tools and spreadsheets. 

http://TaxNA.WoltersKluwer.com
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Productivity Enablement Quad 
By using XCMworkflow, you will gain: 

VISIBILITY

ACCOUNTABILITY

CONTROL

FLEXIBILITY

XCM® SOLUTIONS
PRODUCTIVITY QUAD

• Visibility to real-time status updates across 
all projects.

• Control over quality of work, as well as 
budget and deadlines.

• Flexibility to configure and modify business 
processes.

• Accountability across the business, 
empowering staff to manage their own 
workloads.

Return on Your Investment 
Organizations that leverage XCM® Solutions 
experience reduced turnaround times on a 
broad range of client deliverables, including 
tax returns, client accounting services, audit 
engagements, and advisory services. XCM 
Solutions’ automated workflow platform 
supports industry best practices and 
decreases business process timeframes by:

1. Streamlining work routing to address 
bottlenecks.

2. Enabling full transparency so that nothing 
falls through the cracks.

3. Reducing the risk of costly errors with 
multi-jurisdictional due date tracking.

Unlike other solutions that can’t be 
restructured after implementation, XCM 
Solutions can be configured to the way you 
work, even when your business processes 
change. This flexibility, combined with real-
time analytics and reports means that you 
have the information you need to make 
timely decisions to drive business growth 
and profitability while supporting staff 
engagement levels. 

XCM Solutions focuses on rapid deployment 
ensuring customer payback within one year 
and an average return on investment of 5 
times annual spend. Don’t wait, find out more 
about XCM Solutions and creating a better 
business process today!

EngageTax.WoltersKluwer.com/XCMworkflow  800-739-9998
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